Introduction
The concept of noncompactness measure is one of the most useful concepts of the general topology. The first measures of noncompactness has been defined by Kuratowski [13] in 1930. Other measures were introduced in [3] , [8] and [11] . The use of these measures is discussed for example in It is of our interest to know whether one can define a measure in such a way that the previous definitions will be contained and advantages of the axiomatic approach will not be wasted. In section 2 we shall give a general scheme of construction of measures of noncompactness in a useful way. This construction was motivated partially by [10] . We shall show the properties of measures and we shall briefly present a discussion for known measures. Section 3 contains an example of application of our measures in the theory of nonlinear differential equations, generalizing the results with the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness [5] , [16] . We refer the reader to [3] , [7] , [9] and [2] , [6] with references given there.
Measures and their properties
Let (E, ||.||) denote a Banach space and let B° denote a unit ball of E. Fix some further notation for the families of sets that will be used in the sequel: ME -the family of all nonempty bounded subsets of E, ME -the family of all nonempty and relatively compact subsets of E, KE -the family of all convex and bounded neighbourhoods of zero of E.
For fixed E we shall write M, M and K, instead ME, ME and KE- Remarks. If V = ME (so-called full measures) then we can replace the set H G V by the finite set. It is necessary to remark that our viewpoint sheds some new light on measures of noncompactness. This concept of construction of mnc gives a general class of noncompactness measures containing the Kuratowski mnc a (ii) Two-steps procedure (cf. [10] ).
Q{W) = {B G B : W C H + B for some H eV}
(so-called measure of precompactness)
We recall that D(V,V) denote the Hausdorff distance between V and V (cf. For the proof it suffices to check the properties of D(.,V). Now, we can give the properties of (7 3 ,5,p)-measures. Our lemmas are parallel to those given in [2] , [6] and [12] . We omit the proofs on acount of its clearity. 
C5) W, V eB' 3W eB' W DV,U and p(W) = p(U) or p(W) = p(V). Under the above assumptions (V,B,p) -mnc has the maximum property:
Remark. Naturally B°',B V ' and K satisfy (C5) for each p-function p(.). LEMMA 2.5. Assume that:
Under the above assumptions (V,B,p) -mncfi has the following property:
leP, keR^kAeV and (C6) by (C6)' kV e B\ p(kV) = |k\p{V), VeB',ke R we obtain (B10)' n(kV) = |%(F), V e B', k G R. Now we shall investigate the subadditivity of the (V,B,p) -mnc: The proof is obvious.
U £ B' V + U e B' and p(V + U) < p(V) + p(U), we obtain the (V,B,p) -mnc fi satisfying:
The most general scheme of construction of measures in [2] which is described in paragraph 12.2 can be obtained by taking
Here (/ n )n€N is a sequence of real nonnegative functional defined on E which are lower semicontinuous, equibounded on each bounded set, homogeneous and subadditive, and which are subject to the following condition: The other properties of (V,B,p) -mnc will be given in the next section.
Example of application
An application of (V,B,p) -mnc in the theory of differential equations is immediate.
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We shall need the several lemmas LEMMA 
Let L : E E be a continuous linear mapping from E to E, V -a bounded balanced neighbourhood of zero of E. So
Proof. LV is a bounded neighbourhood of zero, so there exists a constant f > 0 such that LV C t • V. We shall show that the constant \L\ satisfies this condition. But LB r C \L\ • B r (since ||Lx|| < \L\ • ||z||), and
B = LA = L(V D Z) = L(B r D Z) C LB r n LZ C \L\ • B r n Z = \L\ • (Br n (Z/\L\)) = \L\ • (B r n Z) = \L\-(VDZ) c \L\-V.
Therefore y e \L\ • V and finally LV C \L\ • V.
LEMMA 3.2. Denote by n a (V,B,p) -mnc with: (i) kernel V is closed with respect to continuous linear operations, (ii) B is composed of balanced sets, (iii) p satisfies (C6).

Thus for each bounded subset W of E and for each L G L(E) we have: fi(LW)<\L\-fi(W).
Proof. Fix arbitrary e > 0. Let H G V and V G B' be such that W C H+V withp(V) = n(W)+e. Therefore LW C LM+LV C H'+\L\-V, where H' = LH € V. Moreover p(\L\-V) = \L\-p(V) = \L\ • (fi(W) + e) = \L\-n(W) + \L\ • e.
As £ is arbitrary we obtain our assertion. 
-K(U)W := (A'(i) -K{U))W = {K(t)w -K{U)w : w 6 W} we obtain
-f e) and since e is arbitrary ¿¿(Utg/K(t)W) < supiei|A(0|-M^)-
LEMMA 3.4. Denote by C(R, E) the space of all continuous functions from R to E equipped with the topology of almost uniform convergence. Let fi be a full (V,B,p) -mnc on E and let W be a bounded equicontinuous subset of C(R, E). For any subset X of W put
tel.
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Then the index 7 has the following properties:
Proof. In view of corresponding properties of fi (i), (ii) and (iii) are obvious. Since C(R, E) is taken with the topology of almost uniform convergence then Ascoli's theorem proves that for any subset X of W we have:
Now, we need a fixed point theorem of Schauder type. 
Under the conditions stated above, the differential equation x'(t) = A(t)x(t) + f(t,x(t))
has a bounded solution on R.
Proof. We begin by defining a mapping F : C(R,.E) -* C(¥L,E) as follows 
||F(x)(i) -F(y)(t)\\
**.(7Tf) e~k,t~31 • ||/(s ' x(s)) - i,))|1 ds -oo t-a t+a <N. sup ||/(5, x(s)) -f(s, y(i))H • Te-^-'l ds t-a<s<t+a . -- t-a t-a oo + 2iV-( f + /)e" fc l < - s lm(s)d5 -oo t+a < 2Nk~\l -e~k a ) • sup ||/( a , x(s)) -f(s, y( a ))|| + K • e" fca .
t-a<s<t+a
Thus F is continuous. 
< h(ft(X(I)))' -<i-i)|G(i,o t -)| -g(bi) i=1 < h(^X(I)))
• [21 ( ci + C 2 )e + J \G(t,s)\g(s)ds) .
t-i
As e is arbitrary then the above inequality proves our claim.
Let 7 be as in Lemma 3.4. So n(X(I)) < j(X) and fi(F(X)(t)) < 2e + h(n(X(I)))
• \G(t,s)\g(s)ds.
By our assumptions n(F(X)(t)) < L •
h(i(X)) < 7(A') (y(X) > 0). Consequently j(F(X)) < j(X) whenever y(X) > 0. Using Lemma 3.5. we obtain a fixed point of F which ends the proof.
